Supplies & Visual Instructions (Ages 3-4)
Supplies Included:
tissue paper
dot stickers
dice
links
alphabet stickers

Supplies Needed From Home:
glue
leaves
scissors
ribbon or string
crayons/markers
pencil
tape

popsicle sticks
paint
q-tips (for painting)
sequins
sunflower seeds
plastic sleeve

white card stock
pipe cleaner
q-tips (for painting)
pompoms (for painting)
cardstock leaf
gold cardstock stem

Activities:

Bear Coloring Supplies:
crayons, markers, tissue
paper, & glue

magnets

Extra:

Roll & Cover Supplies:

Building S'mores:

dice & dot stickers

Cut out all of the pieces. Create s'mores by
adding and linking all of the numbers together.
Each piece will start and end with a graham
cracker. Supplies: scissors & links

Crayon Bunting:

With this extra crayon sheet you can
make a bunting! Just punch two holes in
each crayon and lace with yarn or ribbon
of your choice.

Crafts:
Apple Picture Frame Visual
Instructions:

Create a Bookmark or
Backpack Tag Instructions:

Create a Bookmark or
Backpack Tag Supplies:

white card stock, letter
stickers, sequins, pipe cleaner,
& plastic sleeve

Color the white card stock first
(optional).
Add your name in the middle with
the letter stickers and then
decorate around it with sequins
and more letter stickers.
Once dried, insert it into the plastic
sleeve. Attach the pipe cleaner
through the hole and use as
bookmark or bag tag

Apple Picture Frame
Supplies:

popsicle sticks, paint, leaf,
magnets, gold stem,
pompoms, & q-tips

Apple Picture Frame
Instructions:

Let's Make Bugs Supplies:
leaves, glue, & scissors (this is
just one way to use this sheet).

Sunflower Seed Counting
Supplies:
sunflower seeds & glue

Line up the popsicle sticks
vertically along the box. (Make sure
you keep aside the stick with the
white tape on it) Remove tape
from the stick and place it in the
middle (horizontally) to hold all of
the sticks together. Flip and paint
the other side using paint,
pompoms and q-tips. Once dried,
glue the card stock stem and leaf.
Print a picture of your first day of
school and glue it to the apple
frame. Attach the 2 magnets to
the back and display on your
fridge.

Supplies & Visual Instructions (Ages 5-6)
Supplies Included:
tissue paper
dot stickers
dice
links
alphabet stickers

Supplies Needed From Home:
glue
leaves
scissors
ribbon or string
crayons/markers
pencil
tape

popsicle sticks
paint
q-tips (for painting)
sequins
sunflower seeds
plastic sleeve

white card stock
pipe cleaner
q-tips (for painting)
pompoms (for painting)
cardstock leaf
gold cardstock stem

Activities:

Bear Coloring Supplies:
crayons, markers, tissue
paper, & glue

magnets

Extra:

Roll & Cover Supplies:

Building S'mores:

dice & dot stickers

Cut out all of the pieces. Create s'mores by
adding and linking all of the numbers together.
Each piece will start and end with a graham
cracker. Supplies: scissors & links

Crayon Bunting:

With this extra crayon sheet you can
make a bunting! Just punch two holes in
each crayon and lace with yarn or ribbon
of your choice.

Crafts:
Apple Picture Frame Visual
Instructions:

Create a Bookmark or
Backpack Tag Instructions:

Create a Bookmark or
Backpack Tag Supplies:

white card stock, letter
stickers, sequins, pipe cleaner,
& plastic sleeve

Color the white card stock first
(optional).
Add your name in the middle with
the letter stickers and then
decorate around it with sequins
and more letter stickers.
Once dried, insert it into the plastic
sleeve. Attach the pipe cleaner
through the hole and use as
bookmark or bag tag

Apple Picture Frame
Supplies:

popsicle sticks, paint, leaf,
magnets, gold stem,
pompoms, & q-tips

Apple Picture Frame
Instructions:

Let's Make Bugs Supplies:
leaves, glue, & scissors (this is
just one way to use this sheet).

Sunflower Seed Counting
Supplies:
sunflower seeds & glue

Line up the popsicle sticks
vertically along the box. (Make sure
you keep aside the stick with the
white tape on it) Remove tape
from the stick and place it in the
middle (horizontally) to hold all of
the sticks together. Flip and paint
the other side using paint,
pompoms and q-tips. Once dried,
glue the card stock stem and leaf.
Print a picture of your first day of
school and glue it to the apple
frame. Attach the 2 magnets to
the back and display on your
fridge.

